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Reducing Our Carbon Footprint
We have been investing in greener, more environmentally friendly ways of

transporting our biomass fuel by road which has seen the recent purchase of
ten new trailers. The trailers have a capacity of 150cu yards which is a 25%
increase on our existing trailers. Being able to deliver larger loads reduces
the overall number of lorries on the road as less journeys are made. This in
turn lowers our carbon emissions though fuel reduction.
We have also invested in fuel efficiency driver training for our team of HGV
drivers. Our vehicles are all now fitted with telematics to help us monitor fuel
efficiency and driver compliance.

Reducing The Risk Of Fire

Community Liaison

Our site at Hazlehead is the largest biomass manufacturing facility within

individuals in the area. The purpose of the group is to hold regular meetings to

the UK and as such, there is always the risk of fire. We are working

inform about developments at the site and to discuss ideas and suggestions as to

alongside both South Yorkshire Fire & Rescue Service and the EA to

how we can support the community. If this is something that you are interested in

minimise the risk of fire and to effectively manage water run off should

getting involved in, please do not hesitate to get in touch.

We are keen to set up a Community Liaison Group with residents and interested

such an incident occur again.
Currently, no wood is being brought onto site. Existing wood piles are

Local Jobs For Local People

reducing in both tonnage and volume as the commissioning work at the

Since we began operating from our Hazlehead site, over 20 job posts have been

Renewable Energy Plant nears completion. Contracted daily tonnages

created. Plevin strives to create local jobs for local people and this extends to

will then begin to leave site which will see the overall volumes of wood

using nearby contractors and suppliers to support the local economy.

reduce considerably.
Thermal imaging cameras and heat sensitive probes are used on a regular
basis to check for potential hot spots on all woodpiles so that they can be
addressed quickly and efficiently.
We have purchased an additional fire engine, bringing us up to a fleet of two
vehicles. Our fire engines are fully kitted out and additional staff have been
trained on our fire management procedures should such an incident occur
again. There have also been other measures put in place to assist the fire
service (if required) gaining access to water as quickly as possible in the
case of an emergency.
Steam can be seen rising from the wood piles which is often mistaken for
smoke. This is the moisture evaporating from the wood on the surface and
is no cause for concern.

Crow Edge Play Area

We were delighted to have been asked to supply woodchips for the children’s
play area in Crow Edge. The donation of 10 tonnes of woodchips has created a
suitable area for children to play safely. We are keen to support local community
projects and groups. If you have a project that you think we may be able to
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support with, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Open Day

Ever wondered how waste wood is processed into biomass fuel? Come along to
our Open Day this Autumn to find out more. Invites will be posted through your
letter box with more information and details as to how to book your place.

Getting In Touch

We are always pleased to hear from our neighbours.
Anyone with queries about our site or operations can call our head office on

01457 838444, email mail@plevin.co.uk or visit www.plevin.co.uk

How Wood Is
Manufactured
Into Biomass Fuel
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Biomass Production At Hazlehead

Welcome To Our
Community Newsletter

The 25 year contract from E.ON to manufacture waste wood into biomass fuel was

awarded to Plevin in 2010. Plans for the development at the site at Hazlehead were
announced in May 2013 and since, over £5 million of investment has been seen at
the facility.

WELCOME to the first edition of the Plevin community
newsletter.

We hope you will find our first edition interesting as it contains articles
about what we do, how we are regulated, a short history of the company
and more.

As a long-standing family firm and an employer in
the area, we are keen to keep in touch with our
local community.

Best wishes and thanks for reading.
Jamie Plevin
Managing Director

The site has undergone a series of developments which has seen the
refurbishment of several buildings. Further improvements are set to take
place over the coming months.

How Is Wood Manufactured Into
Biomass Fuel?

The Benefits Of Biomass Fuel

shreds in order for it to be suitable as biomass fuel. To do this, a bespoke plant

order to generate energy

The wood that arrives on site needs to be manufactured into small, uniform size

Who Are Plevin?

Plevin are a family run company formed in 1973 by Roy and Maureen Plevin in

has been designed and built by Vecoplan with the capacity to manufacture up
to 80 tonnes of wood per hour – the only plant currently in the UK that can
manufacture such volumes as efficiently and effectively.

Manchester. The company is now run by their two sons, Jamie and Simon.
The company currently employees over 170 people across sites at Mossley,
Manchester, Elkesley, Nottinghamshire, Boston, Lincolnshire, Slimbridge,
Gloucestershire and more recently Hazlehead, Sheffield.

Biomass is a low carbon, renewable fuel that reduces the need for fossil fuels in

The E.ON Renewable Energy Plant will generate 30 MW of energy per year, enough
to power up to 40,000 homes. By using biomass fuel, this site will save upto 80,000
tonnes of carbon emissions per year in comparison to using traditional fossil fuels.
This is the equivalent of taking up to 20,000 cars off the road each year!

Manufacturing Schematic

Below is a schematic showing how biomass fuel is manufactured.

A wood processing and recycling business, Plevin collects wood from sawmills,
local authorities, waste management and skip companies which is used for the
panel board industry, as biomass fuel or as animal bedding.
Our site at Hazlehead manufactures biomass fuel for the Renewable Energy
Plant at Blackburn Meadows, Sheffield.

Health And Safety

As you are aware, we have had two fires over the past couple of months and a more
serious, unrelated incident which resulted in a fatality. As a company, we take health
and safety very seriously and are currently undertaking a full investigation for each
incident with the relevant authorities to determine how these happened.
The Environment Agency (EA) monitors compliance against the Environmental
Permit which means that visits can and do take place unannounced. The site also
adheres to guidelines set out by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) who are

WOOD FUEL 4mm to 120mm

responsible for health and safety in the workplace. This means that on sites safety
boots, high visibility clothing, hard hats and in some areas, ear protection must be
worn at all times. Dust levels are monitored to ensure that Workplace Exposure
Limits (WEL’s) for wood dust are not exceeded and that our employees are
protected accordingly.

Dust Suppression

Manufacturing Biomass Fuel

We understand that there have been concerns about dust levels being emitted from
the site. Whilst we do operate under recognised regulatory guidelines for dust
emissions, we do take concerns from our neighbours very seriously.

1.Unprocessed wood is tipped into the bunker. The size of the pieces of wood

Dust monitoring will be taking place both on and off site over the next few months.

size for optimum energy recovery.

6. The wood then passes through a shredder to cut the wood into the optimum size for biomass fuel.

2.The wood is carried up a conveyor belt where it passes under a magnet which

7. The wood then passes through an eddy current separator to remove non-ferrous metals and a magnet to

can vary between 0 – 300mm in size. Biomass fuel needs to be 4 – 120mm in

Additional dust suppression systems have now been installed which will further
reduce the potential for emissions’.

removes any ferrous metals. Metals are sent to other reprocessors for recycling.

Drainage Works

3. An airknife cuts any contaminants such as paper and plastic from the wood.

prevent excess water run-off into neighbouring properties or waterways.

4. The wood passes through a screen which removes small particles under

During the fires, the lagoons located on Whams Road were used to support the

120mm in size.

waste water run- off from the site. Whilst some of this water was pumped out to
to determine the best practice to restore the water balance in the lagoons.

pieces are then re-shredded.

remove ferrous metals.
8. The biomass fuel is 4 – 120mm in size. Wood that is 0-4mm is called fines. This is loaded onto trailers and

Plans are currently under way to investigate the current onsite drainage network to

tackle the fire, the remainder had to be tankered off. Water sampling has taken place

shed. Contamination that should not be there such as plastic and rubble is removed by hand. The wood

Plevin employees embark on a street clean after the fire at the site.

5. Wood over 120mm in size moves along a conveyor belt and through a picking

distributed to other reprocessors for recycling. Any wood that is over 120mm is too large. This gets sent
through the process again for re-shredding.

